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With a style that’s unrestrained yet very refined, our team of  interior designers

creates homes and commercial spaces that are the visual stories of the people

living or working there. Our interiors are bold statements balanced by quiet

details, the dark accents in a white room, the well-defined edge that contains a

surprise of color. The spaces you surround yourself in defines how you live,

breathe, and feel, so why not  make it more elegant and  magical? With this in

mind we set out to accomplish the highest degrees of perfection in every project

we undertook.  From humble beginnings we rose to carve a niche for ourselves  

in the world of Turnkey solutions - an answer to the need for quirky charm and

effortless elegance. 

VISION:

The Pursuit of perfection; it’s a largely

imperfect world but we keep perfection as our

watchword and live by it.

It is our goal to let our Projects become our

mouthpieces. Our attention to detail is

something we take pride in.

MISSION: 

To add a touch of elegance and grace to

everyday spaces… We aim to design and

develop; create better spaces which will

inspire and uplift all those who become a part

of it.

STORY
Our

Creating the perfect balance is key.



The customer is at the heart of everything we do, and we

live by this mantra...

At Arcadian Projects our interior designs are

not just beautiful for the sake of aesthetics,

they are thoughtfully crafted for our clients

to be both visually breathtaking and  

perfectly livable. Our Office spaces and re-

modelled  homes exude the aura of art

galleries, full of culture and life and delicate

charm. They are not  just precious in quality:

they are  also destined to be lived in and

enjoyed. The moment our experts walk into

a space, they see the life that can be lived

there. The joy, the excitement, the

memories- all the myriad possibilities. We

use colors and patterns to bring magic into

a space  and to create highly personal visual

stories that look as though they have always

existed this way. With a layered mix of styles,

our designs are uniquely crafted for our

clients. You’ll often see something floral

mixed with something edgy, something

vintage mixed with something

contemporary, or something raw mixed with

something refined. We tailor this mix to

create the perfect magic blend for every

space.  Every space has a unique story to

tell, so that is where we start.  At Arcadian

Projects we are fortunate enough to be

surrounded by a multitude of cultures and

styles and eras of design. 

With an undying love for travel and culture,

we are able to take even a contemporary

white box apartment in the middle of the

city and transform it into a richly layered

jewel box. What starts as a thought of grey

turns into highly detailed palettes of color

inspired by the space, the clients, and the

future stories created by the spaces we

build.  With highest standards of design

and craftsmanship, we are specialized in

setting up sleek interiors meeting specific

contemporary needs. Applying  innovative

concepts and using the latest technology,

we  renovate and restore both residential

and commercial buildings.

We start with the architecture and bring in

colors that compliment the style of the

designated space. A classical Indo style

building inspires shades of rustic terracotta

and complementing woodwork, while a

Georgian building reminisces of soft

yellows, sky blue, and a delicate pale green.

The architecture of the home tells its own

story, and we use these narratives as the

base for our own design work.
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We are the authorized dealers for DEKO in Kerala. DEKO are

global leaders in the design, manufacture and supply of

sustainable system partitions. The product range has well-

established markets in Europe, Africa and Asia and

comprises beautifully designed and engineered components,

giving the architect and designer the capacity to achieve

ambitious and thought provoking interiors. The only

partitioning company to hold two ETA approvals for partition

systems in Europe, and the first company to receive CE

labelling for its glazed partition systems, DEKO’s intensive

product development continues, pushing the boundaries to

provide solutions which are sensitive to the environment,

safety and regulation compliant

At Arcadian, we believe that interior design is more than great

functionality and beautiful aesthetics. Our efficient,

customized Office interior designs incorporate your needs in

every nook of your office, so your space meets your every

requirement. Our dedicated interior designers work with you

tirelessly to tie your style with their design expertise, creating

the perfect interior design plan. They will also ensure that the

plan is executed using the materials of the highest standards.

We supply a substantial choice of elegant interior products  

including Office furniture's, Lighting, Ceiling, carpets, vinyl

flooring and Raised flooring, as well as traditional designing

products. 

GEZE stands for innovation, highest quality and holistic

support of building services engineering – from the initial

idea, planning and operational implementation with series

products to tailor-made system solutions and individual

service and maintenance. We offer an extensive product

range of door, window and security technology and are a

major driving force behind the digital networking of building

automation.

GEZE: Products, system solutions and services for doors and

windows

Deko Partitions 

Office Interior Designing /Products 

GEZE Hardware



We have the right answer for your flooring problem

We have been doing the basics for you for decades with

background in screed construction

Silikal aims at providing MMA-Methyl Methacrylate resins floor

coatings in colored flakes, quartz sands and pigments

creating unique ultra modern design to brighten up the

working atmosphere. We believe in dynamic and appealing

flooring for all Industrial areas, cold storage, sea food plants,

schools, hospitals, commercial buildings and residential

areas. Our floor coatings are hygienic, chemical resistant and

are certified by quality and ecology management systems,

certified according to AgBB evaluation scheme, certified by

HACCP international, and also our products comply with the

halal European guidelines. The main advantage of our

product is 100% curing in 1 hours after laying and curing at

-25 degree Celsius

At Arcadian, we believe that interior design is more than great

functionality and beautiful aesthetics. Our efficient,

customized Office interior designs incorporate your needs in

every nook of your office, so your space meets your every

requirement. Our dedicated interior designers work with you

tirelessly to tie your style with their design expertise, creating

the perfect interior design plan. They will also ensure that the

plan is executed using the materials of the highest standards.

We supply a substantial choice of elegant interior products  

including Office furniture's, Lighting, Ceiling, carpets, vinyl

flooring and Raised flooring, as well as traditional designing

products. 

Idea Paint dry erase paints and wallcoverings turn smooth

surfaces into a dry erase canvas. Idea Paint dry erase

markers and cleaning supplies are engineered to work with

the Idea Paint system, but they also work with all dry erase

surfaces, including inferior whiteboards, and expensive glass

boards.

Idea Paint is the ultimate dry erase system.  We offer

everything needed to create the highest performing dry erase

and dry erase + magnetic surfaces. We also offer the worlds

best dry erase markers, cleaning supplies and dry erase

storage solutions.

SILIKAL INDIA

EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR FLOOR

Office Interior Designing /Products 

Premium Texture Painting 



PRODUCTS
Our

Acoustic Glass Partitions and Doors

Civil and Joinery

Ceiling/Flooring Solutions

Chairs & Soft Seating

Structural Glazing, SS & Aluminum works

Modular Furniture

Electrical Works

Premium Texture Painting

Chairs & Soft Seating

Lighting & Fittings

Fire Rated Doors

Shower cubecles



Services
Our

Banks & residences. We have a huge repertoire of products

that includes Access Flooring, Glazed Partition System

sand so on.

We specialize in procuring, distributing and contracting

cutting-edge interior products for Office spaces, Hospitals,

from the stress of work. We offer turnkey solutions for

Office/Residential Interiors . This is a complete end-to-end

solution incorporating before and after completion services in

terms of annual maintenance, servicing and cleaning the

property/unit.

Turnkey interior design solutions are projects where we take

full responsibility for controlling and managing the entire

interior design project from A to Z, relieving the client

furniture to Luxury Interior Products.

At Arcadian, we offer three categories of services carefully

developed to ensure quality control is followed through to

the last mile while maximizing customer satisfaction.

We deal with products from Acoustic Glass Partitions,

Glazed Doors, and Acoustic/Fire Rated Honeycomb Doors

with high-end hardware, Access Flooring and Modular

Project Management1

2

3

Turnkey Solutions

Trading Division



Rajagiri Healthcare And Education

Trust/Rajagiri Hospital, Aluva, Cochin

Nippon Motor Corporation Pvt. Ltd,

Ekm

Mar Sleeva Medicty, Pala, Kottayam 

Service Co-Operative Bank,

Marampally, Cochin

SP Fort Hospitals / SP Hitech

Ventures, Trivandrum

InApp Information Technologies

(India) Ptv. Ltd., Nila Technopark.

RRN Infra & Energy Solutions, Berry

Heights, Trivandrum.

Sports Authority of India, Lakshmibai

National College of Physical

Education (LNCPE)Trivandrum.

Clients/Projects
Our Major



HUDCO LTD, Saphalyam Complex, 3rd

Floor, Palayam, Trivandrum

La Cava, Choice Group - Kanjirapally

TFK Projects Private Limited

Cochin International School,

Pukkattupady, Kochi

Club Mahindra Resort, Poovar,

Trivandrum

Thoughtline Technologies, Ganga,

111N, Technopark Phase III, Technopark,

Tvm

Triver Integrated Services

KIMSHEALTH AL SHIFA, Ootty Rd,

Valiyangadi, Perintalmanna

KLM Axiva Finvest, Corporate Office,

Ekm 

SP MEDI FORT, Tvm

Clients/Projects
Our Major

http://www.triver.co.in/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjEmti5z6WBAxWsyzgGHRBfDV0QFnoECBsQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kimshealth.org%2Falshifa%2F&usg=AOvVaw1mNm0GuSMxasKCmteS7Mm3&opi=89978449


We have a team of enthusiastic designers, project

managers, on site engineers and workers whose top

priority is always good interior design and the creative

use of modern technology. Their broad range of work

encompasses interior work – painting, installation of

partitions, electrical work, walls, flooring, automatic

doors, carpets, AC systems, tiles, ceilings and furniture; to

name a few of their routine jobs. Our boast is that they

are able to provide quality work in diverse projects. As our

clients range from corporates, hospitals, commercial

ventures, creative residential builders and architectural

firms to recreational interior design stylists, our scope of

work adapts to suit the specific requirements of each

client. Our team lives by the promise to deliver every

project with a touch of elegance irrespective of its size.

The finished interior projects are a direct representation

of the clients' needs, style, and personality, as their

opinion matters the most followed by a sincere and firm

commitment towards environmental concerns.

TEAM ARCADIAN

 OUR TEAM
Meet
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Arcadian Projects is a full service, interior
design firm based in Trivandrum specializing
in classic design with a global influence.
Whether designing residential or commercial
spaces, we have built a reputation on
achieving highly individual results for a
discerning clientele.
We craft visual stories that become signature
surroundings. Guided by clients’ aspirations,
as well as their diverse experiences, the firm
designs singular interiors, which allow clients
to fully express who they are, and what holds
meaning to them.
The history and location of the project,
coupled with  the  broad base of our
experience, and the firm belief that
successful design must be generated by the
individual characteristics of each project,
leads  to the creation of  extraordinary
interiors. 
Supported by an underlying thread of
sustainable quality, Arcadian Projects ensures
that the clients’ greatest investment is also
their greatest source of comfort, pride and
self-expression.
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https://twitter.com/arcadian_llp
https://www.instagram.com/arcadianprojectsllp/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/arcadianprojectsllp


Get in touch with us

Ushasandya Building, Kowdiar

Trivandrum 695003

info@arcadianprojectsindia.com

www.arcadianprojectsindia.com

ARCADIAN PROJECTS
Where Perfection is Assured

https://twitter.com/arcadian_llp
https://www.instagram.com/arcadianprojectsllp/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/arcadianprojectsllp
https://www.arcadianprojectsindia.com/

